Simulation is defined as the imitation of the operation of a system or real-world process over time, and in many cases, manufacturing provides one of the most important applications of simulation (Zolfaghari and Roa, 2006) . Standard interfaces could make information sharing effective, and hence promote the utilization of simulators. An information model (McLean et al., 2005) , which represents machine shop data and facilitates data sharing among machine shop's manufacturing execution system, scheduling system, and simulation system, has been developed at the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). This paper briefs the machine shop information model. This paper discusses information exchange, using NIST's information model, between different representations and presents an algorithm to exchange data between a database system and an eXtensible Markup Language (XML) [1] document. The algorithm has been built based on Document Object Model (DOM), XML Path Language (XPath), and Open Database Connectivity Database Engine (ODBC). The paper also describes interfaces for XML schema's validation, structured query, and data transfer.
BACKGROUND
Simulation technology remains largely underutilized by industry today because of complex and costly custom development. Data communication among heterogeneous systems is always a concern, particularly in situations where the support of a universal data exchange standard is unavailable. There is a new data standard for the Web called the eXtensible Markup Language (XML) (Rezayat, 2000 , Landau et al., 2002 , Robert et al., 2002 . XML is used to manipulate, access, and exchange data or metadata over different platforms and systems. XML is regarded as next generation data representation (Manola, 1999) . There are still problems to transfer data between existing database system and XML representation format. The paper focuses on this issue.
Information model
Many integration projects today rely on shared semantic models based on standards represented using XML technologies (Morris, 2004 ). An information model is a representation of concepts, relationships, constraints, rules, and operations to specify data semantics for a chosen domain of discourse (Lee, 1999) . The advantage of using an information model is that it can provide shareable, stable, and an organized structure of information requirements for the domain context. An information model serves as a medium for transferring data among computer systems that have some degree of compliance with this information model. For proprietary data, implementation-specific arrangements can be made when transferring those data. Information model is important for effective information sharing and integration. In general, the contents of an information model include a scope, a set of information requirements, and a specification. The information requirements serve as the foundation of the specification of the information model. A thorough requirements analysis is a necessity.
A machine shop information model (McLean et al., 2005) has been developed at the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) as a part of efforts that support the development of standard data interfaces. The information model is intended to be used for representing and exchanging machine shop data, initially among manufacturing execution, scheduling, and simulation systems.
An XML schema (Laurent, 1998, Freire and Benedikt, 2004) describes the structure of an XML document. The purpose of an XML Schema is to define the legal building blocks of an XML document. It defines elements, attributes, elements' child elements, the order and number of child elements, data types, etc. The schema for the machine shop information model has been developed in the XML Schema language [11] . A sample schema is presented in Figure 1. 
Database model
A database provides a structured means for storing and querying data. Most existing databases are relational databases. A database management system (DBMS), such as Microsoft Access [2] or Oracle [4], provides software tools for users to organize data in a flexible manner. The machine shop database, described in this paper, has been developed using Access (Luo, 2003) . The database is designed to represent the machine shop information model. Access can import and export data using a data access interface, such as Data Access Objects (DAO) [5] , Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) [6] , and Dynamic Data Exchange (DDE) [7] .
DATA EXCHANGE FRAMEWORK
NIST has developed a software architecture, standard data interfaces, and a prototype generic machine shop simulator that can be readily reconfigured for use by a large number of small machine shops (McLean et al., 2002) . The architecture for the generic machine shop simulator is divided into the following component elements: neutral shop data file, XML data processor, system supervisor and reporting, machine shop emulator, discrete event simulator, and user interface system. The machine shop information model is a key factor in effectively and efficiently integrating the generic machine shop simulator.
A standard interface is helpful for data exchange/sharing. A framework has been proposed to integrate simulation application systems, as shown in Figure 2 . Prototype tools have been developed to demonstrate data exchange between the machine shop database and XML document. The development is built based on the widely accepted standards, such as Document Object Model (DOM) [8] for XML document operation, and XML Path Language (XPath) [9] for nodes query. The machine shop database or XML document is used to store machine shop data. Translators support data exchange between the database and XML document. The data interfaces of simulation systems access XML document and query machine shop database. The interface includes two major parts, common module and application specific modules. The common module is built based on the machine shop information model. The application system gets input/output data through its export/import modules. For example, an Arena simulation system (Rockwell Automation, Inc.'s simulation software) [10] can access its simulation data from an Access database that contains special structures defined Arena.
DATA TRANSLATOR TO MACHINE SHOP DATABASE
This section presents an algorithm to transfer data from an XML document to a relational database.
XML structure
XML provides a format for describing structured data, it is used to describe the machine shop information model. The information model is organized as a tree shape, the top element of this structure is named shop-data that has branches or XML elements such as calendars, resources, setup-definitions, and work. These branches/elements might have their child elements. Figure 3 presents setupdefinitions, a machine shop XML element, as a sample.
Schema validation
An XML schema provides details about the content model: which elements it contains and in what order, what its content can be, and which content these attributes can contain. It describes the vocabulary for use by others creating XML documents and defines the elements that can appear within an XML document and the attributes that can be associated with an element. It is used to verify that the incoming XML documents are in the expected format. It is used to validate the content of an XML document, determine whether the XML document is a valid instance of the vocabulary (grammar or rules) expressed by the XML schema.
An XML instance file document will be validated against the machine shop schema before it is transferred to a database or used as a data source for a simulation application.
XML mapping
A database model is designed to map onto the machine shop model. The database contains a set of relational tables presented in a tree structure. The tables comprise the fundamental blocks of a relational database. A table is a grouping of selected data organized into fields (columns) and records (rows) on a datasheet. A field identifies a data type for a set of values in a table while a record stores a set of values defined by fields. Figure 4 shows a sample mapping from an XML element to a database table. The sample element is grouptechnology-code, which describes a code system that defines a particular part. The system identifies the part's shape, material, color, surface finish, function, weight, process, and cost using a predefined set of codes.
Importing data from XML document
Data contained in a machine shop XML document can be extracted and populated into a machine shop database. Figure 5 presents a data mapping sample. The holiday class provides a means to indicate that no production is scheduled on a specific date for the complete day. The holiday class has identifier, name, description, and date attributes. The identifier attribute is used to uniquely identify the object. The name and description attributes provide a means to specify related information about the holiday being defined. The date attribute allows the specification of the date on which the holiday is to take place. Only the identifier and date attributes required for valid instances of Holiday. In Figure 5 , three holidays, New Year, Valentines Day, and Christmas, are defined, their corresponding identifiers are 101, 214, and 1225.
DOM specification
DOM is a platform-and language-neutral interface that will allow programs and scripts to dynamically access and update the content, structure, and style of documents. When an XML instance document is loaded into memory, the document is first converted into a DOM structure, the structure will then be analyzed for retrieving the data. Similarly, when generating an XML representation document, the DOM structure will be generated first. A DOM structure includes a root node, which is required, comments, instructions and version information.
DOM is used in the development of interface tools that transfer data between the machine shop database and XML document.
XPath specification
XPath is the result of an effort to provide a common syntax and semantics for functionality shared between the eXtensible Stylesheet Language Family (XSL) [12] Transformations and XML Pointer Language (XPointer) [13] . The primary purpose of XPath is to address parts of an XML document. XPath uses a compact, non-XML syntax to facilitate use of XPath within Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs) and XML attribute values. XPath operates on the abstract, logical structure of an XML document, rather than its surface syntax. XPath gets its name from its use of a path notation as in URLs for navigating through the hierarchical structure of an XML document. XPath is also designed so that it has a natural subset that can be used for matching. XPath models an XML document as a tree of nodes.
XPath is mainly used to enquire a DOM document through the nodes tree. For example, the machine shop data can be accessed by using the XPath grammar.
DATA TRANSLATOR FROM MACHINE SHOP DATABASE
This section discusses the data exporting from a machine shop database and generating an XML document.
XML document
An XML structure is built based on the schema of machine shop information model. XML data may come from the table records of a machine shop database. Figure 6 presents a skeleton of a sample XML document.
Each XML document has both a logical and a physical structure [1] . Physically, the document is composed of units called entities. An entity may refer to other entities to cause their inclusion in the document. A document begins in a "root" document entity or prolog. Logically, the document is composed of declarations, elements, comments, character references, and processing instructions, all of which are indicated in the document by explicit markup. The function of the markup in an XML document is to describe its storage and logical structure and to associate attribute namevalue pairs with its logical structures. An XML document is valid if it has an associated document type declaration and if the document complies with the constraints expressed in it. Figure 7 shows a sample prolog of an XML document. The version declaration specifies the version of XML being used. The encoding declaration identifies which encoding is being used to represent the characters in the document. Content that is not intended for the XML parser, such as notes about document structure or editing, can be included in a comment. Processing instructions can be used to pass information to applications in a way that escapes most XML rules.
Generating an XML document from a database
This section discusses how to transfer data from a relational database to an XML document. Three query tools have been developed:
Creating document for whole database query
As discussed above, the machine shop database is built based on the machine shop data model. The database is a tree shape structure, the top level is element shop-data. In this tool, shop-data is considered as root element, the algorithm will inquire all the records in every table of the database and hence generate an XML document that represents the entire database information.
Creating document for a root element
This tool provides a query to generate an XML document for a selected root element. This query searches the related records of tables. If the root element has more than one record, only one record will be selected as root element record.
Creating document for an SQL query
Structured Query Language (SQL) provides functions to support database query. This tool provides an algorithm, as shown in Figure 8 , to generate an XML file using SQL statements.
DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSION
Advanced manufacturing technologies are adopted in industry because of worldwide competition (Luo, 2002 (Luo, , 2003 (Luo, , 2004 . Simulation technology can reduce product cost, shorten product development time, and improve product quality. The machine shop information model developed at NIST provides neutral data interfaces for integrating machine shop software applications with simulation. The interface data includes organizations, calendars, work, resources, schedules, parts, process plans, and layout. This paper discusses the data transfer between XML documents and the machine shop database. The future work contains enhancing the information model and database model, studying the data sharing mechanism for distributed simulation system, and developing application platform for the manufacturing simulations.
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